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Abstract
“Chemistry is the only physical science which offers a pathway to understanding animate biology” Medawar [1] (1967).

Chemistry has been used to clarify most aspects of biology including metabolism, structure and reproduction. However, current

neuro-biological descriptions of animate life are incomplete, as they have not “grasped the nettle” of mentality.

The outstanding issue: How do neural nets instigate experiential mental states, such as emotions and memory?

Most chemical approaches to neural memory were skewed to pharmacology, which did not address how neurons and the neural

net remember, but focused on physiologic effects of drugs.

We have proposed a biochemical tripartite mechanism of neural memory, whereby neurons interact with their surrounding poly-

saccharide extracellular matrix (nECM), by deploying dopants (metal cations and neurotransmitters (NTs)) to encode cognitive units

of information (cuinfo). Each NT elicits a unique set of physiologic responses entangled with psychic states, which it also signifies in
emotive memory. The ~80 NTs can induce a multiplicity of subjective dimensions, far greater than the binary reality of the computer.

As validation of the tripartite mechanism, we review the chemo-electric performance of glass electrodes that were coated with

either a NT (oxytocin) or an oligo-saccharide analogue of the nECM (sulfated tetra-saccharide). They could selectively detect various

metal cations (Cu+2, Zn+2, etc.) at physiologic levels. Such chemo-electrodes are “neuro-mimetic” analogues of the many NT-sensitive
sensors (GPCR, acetylcholine R, integrins) embedded in the neural membrane.

Thus, the discipline of chemistry provides access to the complex totality of physiologic reactions entangled with mental experience.
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Background

The computer serves as an incomplete metaphor for the brain. It

Memory is the crux of mentation (cognition), without which

has a function called “memory” and can process binary-coded data

conundrum [2], is how bundles of neurons can generate mental

“meaning” or “value”, as do neural creatures striving to survive. “Fa-

mental processes, such as emotive states, could not be manifest.
A most puzzling point, encapsulated by Descarte’s Mind/Body
states expressed as memory and emotions.

very rapidly. But it’s memory is “demotive”, incapable of achieving an affective dimension. Consequently, it has no innate sense of
cial recognition” software cannot love even one face it recognizes.
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Similarly, mathematical or quantum mechanical analyses are inad-

Electrical signaling

and remembered.

work identified synaptic contacts between neurons and suggested

equate to illuminate subjective mentality. Neural synaptic circuits

(connectomes) [3] are mum regarding how moods are achieved
The electrodynamic mode of neural signaling, as the basis of

mental processes, has a long history, which we present as a graphic

Timeline in figure 1. It began with Galvani’s discovery of bioelec-

tricity (~1780) [4], through to the histologic works by Golgi and
Cajal [5] and conceptual development by Hebb [6] and Kandel [7]
(Figure 1).

Living organisms are complex electrochemical systems. Subse-

quent to Galvani’s discovery of bioelectricity [4], Cajal’s histologic
electrodynamic signaling. A singular contribution to this mode was

McCulloch–Pitts’ mathematical modeling [11] of a lone neuron
(Equ.1).
Equ. 1.

Ni (z1). = . S{ qII ~Njm (z1). S II Nie (z1)}
m=1		

aeKi ae

where Ni and Nie are non-afferent neuron, S and II are syntacti-

cal symbols for disjunctions and conjunctions, which are finite in
each case. But such a formulation says little regarding physiology

or the emotive states achieved by neurons, though it inspired John
von Neuman to theorize the circuits and processors which underlie
modern (electronic) computers [12].

This approach was subsequently conceptualized by the meld-

ing of electrical signaling to morphologic of changes neurons who
learned, “synaptic plasticity” and “long term potentiation”. Consequently, most efforts to analyze brain activity focused on electrodynamic signaling. Recent works summarize the quest to comprehend the brain’s electrical activity as it relates to mental states.

Modern techniques employed to monitor mental activity dur-

Figure 1: Timeline of Neurobiology, acknowledging key contribu-

ing conscious awareness and during sleep include fMRI (functional

parallel discoveries of the two modes of neural signaling: the syn-

cuits function with design principles similar to those of electronic

tors to unravelling the electrical and chemical modes of neural

signaling. The Timeline (based on reviews [7,18]) emphasizes the

aptic electrical mode and the ephaptic chemical mode. Nobel Prizes
are indicated.

The chemical neural signaling was instigated by the discovery of

acetylcholine (1915), then other neurotransmitters (NTs). To date,

more than 80 distinct NTs have been described [8-10]. The selective sensitivity of neural receptors (i.e. NMDA receptors [13,14],
integrins [15], GPCRs [16], acetylcholine receptors [17]) to NTs has

been noted. These all link a chemodynamic code to electrodynamic
signaling.

magnetic resonance imaging) and EKG (electro-cardiogram) or microendoscopic imaging techniques. Many presume that neural cirnetworks. A diversity of biologists carried out experiments using

electromagnetic fields to study the function of neural nets. Such
techniques revealed many diverse levels of neural organization

and performance. They indicated that fractal processes and properties occurred at many diverse levels of neural organization and

performance. But a mathematical analysis of electrodynamic responses does not describe how an emotive dimension is achieved
i.e. “subjectivity”. The instrumental techniques applied to the brain,

focused on electrodynamic signaling, did not illuminate how psychic states were achieved or how emotive memory was rendered
operational [13,14].
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It has been suggested that “neuromorphic” computing might

be able to overcome the efficiency bottlenecks inherent in conven-

tional computers through parallel computing and by employing
crossbar memory arrays to execute algorithms of an artificial neu-

ral network (ANN) [15]. But like its serial analogue, parallel binary

computation cannot address the lack of emotive content. The socalled “neuromorphic” devices of ANN are not really “neuro”. They

do not mimic the morphology of neurons. Neither do they mimic
the synaptic contacts between neurons, as they employ interconnecting cross-bar wiring.

Similarly, quantum computing (QC) crumbles under the weight

of physiologic considerations [16]. It has been said that QC would
be capable of solving any problem more rapidly than a Turing Universal computer and also to solve non-deterministic (NP) com-

plexity problems. It was hoped that the QC would permit one “to
create a true artificial intelligence (AI) that can run independent

thoughts”. However, the fatal flaw in QC as well as in electrodynam-

ic devices is that they cannot formulate the affective dimensions
achieved by neural nets. They are inherently “demotive”, “Franken-

stein devices” unable to emote or to empathize. Others recognized
that long-lasting changes in synaptic chemistry were involved in
memory [17,18], but details were lacking.
Visualizing Neurons

Golgi’s development of the silver stain histologic method (Equ.

2) provided a critical tool for Cajal’s later explorations of the brain

Figure 2: Silver stained neuron showing elongated body
with many dendrites emanating from both ends.

but now termed neural extracellular matrix (nECM) [21,22]. The
PAS staining method of nECM was based on the oxidation of vici-

nal OH groups in the constituent glucosamino glycans (GAGs), to
generate two aldehyde groups (Figure 3). The addition of a clear

Schiff base derivatized the aldehydes, colored them and rendered
the nECM visually purple or red (Figure 3).

[19,20]. It led to Cajal’s recognition of the neuron as a discrete signaling cell in synaptic contact with others.
Equ. 2.

As the silver cation adhered strongly to the hydrophobic mem-

brane of the neuron, it consequently visualized the neuron (Figure
2).

Visualizing nECM
Later work with periodate PAS stains revealed a web of glycos-

aminoglycans (GAGs) around the neurons, termed PNN by Golgi

Figure 3: The Periodic Acid-PAS stain. Periodic acid oxidizes

gem-diols in the glycans into di-aldehydes. B. The di-aldehydes
reacts with Schiff reagent (Eosin dye) to yield colorized Schiff
reagent that stains the glycans (R) with purple color [23].
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The nECM of humans is phylogenetically related to the matrix

around the neurons of Drosophilia. It is also homologue to the GAGs
around (non-neuronal) slime amoeba and bacteria [24-26].
Neurotransmitters (NTs)

The discovery of peptidic neurotransmitters (NTs) [28,29] was

aided by the development of chemical tests and subsequently by

instrumental techniques (fluorescence microscopy, HPLC, MS) for
detecting and quantifying monoamines in tissues and body fluids
[30,31]. Identifying NT receptors (i.e. acetylcholine receptor, GP-

Figure a: Neurotransmitters and neuromata’s are

CRs, integrins) further encouraged a chemodynamic view of their

involved in encoding feelings and emotions.

role in neural signaling. For example, it was shown that inter-neural

communication involved the NTs dopamine, noradrenaline and serotonin, by activating tyrosine kinases and other receptors [32-37].
To date, more than 80 NTs have been identified, all which exert

both physiologic and psychic effects. While it is accepted that NTs
affect mental states (mood, memory loss, dementia), no general

theory of memory has been proposed based on chemodynamic NT
signaling.

How can an emotive mental state be encoded in and recalled
from memory?
In common parlance, “feelings” and “emotions” are used inter-

changeably. However, “feelings” are sensations (perceptions) that

relate to physiologic events signaled by NTs and their cognate receptors, linked to mental states. “Emotions” are not discrete like

numbers or letters, but rather meld into an existential resonance
that is hard to describe verbally. They cannot be “captured” by a bi-

nary code or a mathematical algorithm. Attempts have been made

Mentality is the new frontier for the chemical description of life

processes. Like all other aspects of biology, mental talents of neural

nets evolved from the chemical signals employed by more primitive aggregates of cells, bacteria and slime molds. The evolved neurons still employ the identical signaling molecules (“modulaters”)

now termed “neurotransmitters” (NTs), but expanded with neuropeptides. Thus, the neural net can be considered as an aggregate
of signaling cells (i.e. brain) that have evolved a chemical process

to encode subjective experience as memory (Equ.3). Our goal is to
clarify details of this neural process.
Equ. 3

Sensation  biochemical code  mental state
[nECM/metal/NT}

memory

The terms “memory” and “emotions” both relate to “cognition”

to present the palette of emotions as a color wheel or Lövheim cube

(mentation, mind). Though subjectively experienced, they all re-

words, with varying degrees of success. It is difficult to quantitate

tality, memory and the number of neurons in the brain is apparent

[38-41]. But such graphics are too limited. Literature, poetry and

songs attempt to describe the existential states of emotions with
feelings and/or emotions. Which are primary? Which secondary,
etc.? Does “pain” trump “ fear”? Does “anger” trump “love”?

In that “emotions” recall remembered “feelings”, they operate

through the talent of memory entangled with physiologic reactions
(Figure a).

main ultimately mysterious. But clinical experience provides many

correlations between NTs and mood. A connection between men(Figure).
Drugs

The development of psycho-active drugs also point to a chemi-

cal mode of neural communication that instigate mental capabili-
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ties and moods. Clinical experience demonstrated that NT molecules elicited physiologic reactions as well as to induce mental

states (Figure a). So too do many synthetic psycho-pharmaceutical
drugs (i.e. Prozac, Ritalin, Barbiturates, etc.). Thus, to integrate all

these effects into a model of neural mentality, it is reasonable to
look for a chemically credible process that accords with the chemical reactivity of the drugs and their psycho-chemical effects on
mood and memory.

Tripartite mechanism of neural memory
A chemical mechanism could clarify our understanding of the

transformation of metabolic energy into memory. A biochemical
tripartite mechanism (described below) has been proposed which

involves neurons that encode units of cognitive information [42-

49] as metal- centered complexes within the nECM surrounding
the neurons. In this mechanism, NTs ejected from neural vesicles

[52], elicit a range of physiologic reactions linked to emotive States
(Figure a) and encode these in memory.
Delete

Complexation with neurotransmittters (NTs) imparts emotive

context. Chemographic representations of this coding mechanism
are shown in figures 4 and 5.

Figure 5: A panel of cuinfo complexed with different

neurotransmitters (NTs). Stability depends on the binding

affinity of the elemental cation and is further increased with
covalent crosslinking reactions which can link into
supramolecular complexes.

The NTs are the signaling molecules employed by neurons to

induce physiologic responses entangled with psychic states (Figure a). Thus, each NT could be considered to present the neural net

with a unique code for annotating the many dimensions of emotive
experience.

Calculating cognitive information space
The nECM around each neuron is a 3D volume (Figure 4), with

many “addresses”. Considering only metal cations as encoders of
Figure 4: Formation of cuinfo complexes with different

monovalent and polyvalent metal cations, as well as with
different neurotransmitters (NTs), rendered more stable
(persistent) by crosslinking.

cognitive information, one is struck by the multiplicity of coding
options.

More than 8 mobile elemental cations are found in the brain

(Table 1) capable of being bound to the nECM with varying degrees
of avidity.
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tion, which dictate the local geometry of metal and NT binding. The

molecular inhomogeneity of nECM in animal brain has only been
sporadically explored and awaits more detailed description.

For example, assume that the neuron occupies a volume equiva-

lent to a rectangular box 100 um length x 10x10 um2 area, equiva-

lent to 10-11 liter. Ignoring for the moment NTs, each metal binding
event by itself could be considered to be equivalent to the formaFigure 6: Approximation of the nECM volume around
the neuron, calculated as 10-15 L/ neuron.
Metal cation

Concentration

K

3.4 M

+

Na+

Mg

+2

2.7 “
0.3 “

Ca+2

60 mM

Co+2

6“

Fe+2

Zn+2

Cu+2

10 “
6“
3“

Table 1: Brain tissue levels*.

*Ignoring lower concentrations of other metal cations
(i.e. Mn+2, Ni+2, Sr+2, etc.).

For the purpose of our calculations, we assume that most

(~90%) metal is concentrated within the neuron, leaving 10% located within the nECM. A complicating aspect of these is that each

metal cation excercises a unique binding geometry (i.e. square pla-

nar, octahedral, hexagonal, etc.) with the binding site (“address”)
of the nECM. Parameters such as metal dissociation constant (KD),

solubility of salt constant (Ksp) or critical electrolyte concentrations (CEC) reflect how tightly they might bind to a particular
nECM site.

A further complexity is dictated by the number of COO-, SO3-

and PO3- groups within the nECM and their isomorphic disposi-

tion of a single unit of “demotive” cognitive information (cuinfo).
For a neural nECM volume (10-11 L) doped with 1 mM metal, one
can calculate:
Equ 4:

[10-6 M metal] x [NA]/[nECM volume] = [10-6] x [6x1023]/10-11

= 6x1017 atoms of each element, # cuinfo per neural volume.

Each metal cation could be capable of forming a single cuinfo.

Even if only 10% of the total brain level of metal is located outside
the cell, in the nECM, the rest within the neuron. One could cal-

culate that the nECM has a capacity of 6x1017 cuinfo per neuron.
The coding options become much more complex, as each elemental

cation has a unique binding strength and geometry. The neural receptors for the NTs are capable of adopting a plethora of signaling

conformations that affect metal cation binding and allosteric interactions, further complicating the signaling options.

Consider that >80 NTs impart a large palette of emotive quali-

ties to the cuinfo repertoire. Thus, compared to the puny binary

coding options (0 1) available to computers, it is clear that the capacity to encode cognitive information as emotive memory in the
nECM around each neuron is exceedingly large.
“Neuro-mimetic” electrodes

While it is not possible to instrumentally measure a mental

state, “neuro-mimetic” electrodes have been coated with some
components available to neurons, namely: an NT (i.e. oxytocin) or

an oligo-saccharide analogue of the nECM [50,51]. Used as cova-

lent coatings on impedimetric glass electrodes, these components
modulated electrodynamic responses to soluble metal cations. The
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aggregates embedded in the neural membrane (i.e. GPCR, acetylcholine receptors, integrins), which serve as sensors for NTs. Each

neuron expresses many thousands of such sensors. Such “neuromimetic” electrodes buttress the concept of the tripartite mechanism of memory.

“Meaning” is inconsequential in any binary or quantal system.

Only neural creatures can experience the “meaning” of any event
or stimuli, which is invariably tied to an emotive state. Our puzzlement relating to the psychic dimensions achieved by the neural net

harkens to Abbott’s (1884) parody of 2-dimensional entities at-

tempting to comprehend 3-dimensional reality [52]. But unlike the
“Flatlander “ (a Circle) who denied the possibility of a 3-dimensional reality (a Sphere), we do not deny the reality of emotive states.

We experience them but do not understand how they are achieved.

Conclusion

Chemistry is the window given to Mankind to glimpse into its

material essence Sason Shaik [53]. We agree. Chemistry remains
the only analytic discipline capable of piercing the veil of emotive

memory. We opine that the brain mentates as a chemo-dynamic
system which employs electro-dynamic signals to communicate

with distal muscles, glands and organs. Thus, we describe the
“neural code” of memory as a “biochemical algorithm” that links
recalled physical experience to subjective states. It is rendered operational through chemo-dynamic interactions between neurons
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GM CG: We note that Professor Gallistel’s (Rutgers University) remarks on our early manuscripts drew our attention to
“memory” as the proper focus of our speculations.
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